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This is what happens when you let monsters write poetry.
I have always identified with monstrosity, as many of us from the trans and
disabled communities tend to. I lean towards the creepy and I wrapped myself up
in it. But these narratives have become more complicated the more that I go
through.
This zine is a collection of poetry, some of which was written over the course of
years from inside an abusive relationship that have been rewritten since. Some are
from the months that follow as I try to process what I went through.
Now that I've been out of that situation for a while, I've started to see familiar
threads in a lot of this work I was hiding from everyone. I decided to sit down and
put this together as a way to process my trauma and understand how I got to the
place that I did.
I lived with a lot of shame and guilt over letting myself end up where I did and the
things that I did while I was there. I let it consume and bury me. I hid myself and cut
myself off from people and I don't want to be that person anymore.
So here are the bits of me that I tried to pretend didn't exist.

Monster Movie

What kind of movie is this?
There is no soundtrack,
nothing to underscore
which moments are sinister
are heavy with foreboding
Which moments that will turn out to be endings
to things we thought had only just begun

I used to think
All stories come with a happy ending
that this pain was orchestrated to grow me into
a warrior who slays and saves
But maybe this pain is just backstory,
a cobbled together history
of malformed bones
and misunderstandings
of perfect understandings of where my place should
be
Maybe I'm the monster now
A terror come to feed
just to go on
I have to be
gnarled and broken
A creature feature, monster flick,
full of reckless violence,
tainted by trauma

I could try to stomp it down
But it never dies
There's always the fist that breaks free
reaching out through the dirt once more
or the eyes that snap open
just before the credits roll.
It never dies,
it always comes back, reborn
New evil
And I am the dead
I am the monster
and nobody is rooting for me
this time.

I don't remember if I ate today.
I remember waiting for the coffee machine
and I remember the sound of my voice
as I screamed at you in a way
that was frightening even to me.
My throat still hurts.
It feels raw and torn
as if something was trying to claw their way out.
I guess that was the dark part of me
that doesn't trust in your apologies.
Sometimes I swallow
and it tastes a little more metallic
than saliva should.
I am bleeding from the inside out.

There were days where
my rage was big
and your voice small
and I destroyed gentle things.
My hate for myself grew so much.
I didn't think I deserved
in those moments of
unyielding destruction
the soft reassurance
of a hand gently resting
between the blades of my shoulders.
So when your lips found the curve
where my neck meets the place
where the weight of my world rests
and whispered sad quiet things,
all the hate and anger
balled up in my stomach
turned to apologies,
and I cried for you,
and I cried for myself.
I learned to love you
with the hate I had for myself.

Fundamentally
There is something fundamentally wrong with me.
Inside me is a destroyer.
A ruiner.
Underneath my fingernails are shreds of happiness
from when I ripped through good things
to let in the cold and the dark.
I steal warmth
trying to heat my old bones
hidden beneath deceptively young flesh.
The tips of my fingers are smeared with black stains
I can't get rid of.
Everything I touch gets tainted by the hateful oozing tar.
Somewhere inside me is a broken piece,
a piece of me that knows how to love and be loved
in a way that is beautiful and easy.
Inside the gears are clogged
and a demon uncaged.
There is something fundamentally wrong with me.
But there is something fundamentally wrong with you,
because you're still here.

We are far from perfect.
We are not winds dancing across fields
or the kiss of waves on the sand.
We are chaotic.
We are dark and twisted.
Gnarled branches
entwined so tightly in each other.
We don't know how to let go
even when the sun disappears
and all that's left is cold
and there is a storm battering us
we do not let go.
No matter how loud the
thunder roars
or how close the lightning strikes.
And we are still there
after winter has decimated
everything around us.
We may be ugly
but we are still here.

You need to let me
go

Do the lights seem dimmer?
No, he says, it's just like yesterday
We had a nice time,
he argues.
We were having a good day before you wrecked it.
The salt dried under my eyes makes my skin feel
like it's cracking.
Do the lights seem dimmer?
No, he says, it's just like yesterday.
You're drunk,
he replies looking at my beer bottle.
You're only angry because you're drunk.
But I haven't taken a sip yet.
Do the lights seem dimmer?
No, he says, it's just like yesterday.
You're wild, you're out of control,
he says
I don't know what you'll do.
I can't breathe under the weight of his body.
Do the lights seem dimmer?
No, he says, it's just like yesterday.

I'm always here for you,
he reassures.
You can always count on me.
Do the lights seem dimmer?
No, he says, it's just like yesterday.

I'm as tired as I look

Look what you have made me

the whispers of ghosts

My breath weighs heavy
on my crooked spine

Your tractor beam gaze
I was captured in your eyes for so long, soaking in all your attention. When I was lost in your tractor beam
gaze, I couldn't see anything else.
But then you turned into a lighthouse, the beams of your eyes kept whirling past me. And I kept chasing
that sweeping light, trying to stay in the warmth of your glow. But without the burn of your light, the
glare suddenly gone from my eyes, I could finally see what your sweeping glances were really beckoning.
I don't think this shaking is from the cold anymore.
Then I finally let myself fall out of your eyes and it was like I fell out of phase, fell into another
dimension. I became invisible to you, but the secret insidious things inside you came clear into view.
All that time I thought you were beautiful, your monstrosity was making silent, invisible work, unseeable
in the human world. But here, where demons walk parallel to our plane, I can see the lamprey mouths
feasting on my heart, my love, the very marrow from my bones, their writhing bodies unfurling from your
mouth.
And I realized that during all those kisses you planted on my skin, you were just planting these twisted
mouths into place. Is that why I've been so tired in your arms?
And you scream and you screech as I rip their jaws from my flesh, even as they take bloody jagged bits of
me as they go.
I will always bear these scars, but for now I let my blood flow freely, because at least it feels hot in the
cold darkness without your tractor beam eyes.

Pygmalion vs Vesuvius
I am molten at my core
Churning and bubbling magma
underneath my flesh
Hot with rage and anger
Heated by passion and fire
I have no other choice
If I let the lava cool
If the fire in me goes out
All that will be left is rock
Hard and heavy
Unmoving
Unbreathing
Cold
I am an active volcano
But you’d rather me a statue
Posed and perfect
Frozen in position

Endlessly adoring you as the wind
And the bird shit
Wear away at my stony flesh
Until you come to polish me down
You lovingly call yourself my caretaker
Even though it was you who
Turned a goddess into marble
You promise it’s love
But I will not lay dormant I will spit lava
and ash
I will not be turned to stone
If I have to burn our whole world down to
do it

Can you understand why I stayed
now?
When I met him,
I thought I was a monster,
possessed by something unholy
And I thought it was a kindness
when he told me he knew how to control
it,
he could handle the beast within.
He could save me from myself
He could see the demons
He wasn't afraid
And I saw my hands as claws
And my mouth as a shark's jaws
Lined with rows of razor teeth
that only knew how to shred and
eviscerate
He would be my guide, my Watcher,
my priest
He could keep me on a righteous
path
But all he did was lock me in a cage
and told me it was the demons
who turned me into a snarling,
snapping beast

And I believed him
I drank up his every word with cracked lips
suckling each one for every last drop
hoping it would keep my hunger at bay
A hunger that could only mean that he was
right
I believed him
because I didn't know I was being starved
and no one would believe
that a warrior would so readily prostrate
themselves
if they didn't want to
Because if you've never seen gods,
they look an awful lot
like monsters

A Legacy of Bodies
I come from a line of women
who meet old age early
Our bones creak
before lines crease our faces,
stocking medications like pharmacies
We are tired
Our shoulders hunch and spines bend
As we shoulder others burdens
We are problem solvers
We've run obstacle courses
since the days we learned to walk
We overcome, we survive,
We struggle.
We take responsibility,
even when it isn't ours to take
We lose ourselves in other people
We become their fixers
We give until
our bodies turn against us
We let people take pieces of ourselves
Until we are full of holes
Until our joints wear away

I come from women
who have given their bodies
to save other people
Left with nothing but the holes in themselves
and broken promises
and aching muscles that never quite relax
I have inherited their strength
But I've also inherited their resolve
to be someone else's hero
Instead of my own
I have inherited their strong will
and their fear of loving themselves.
But I won't let my body
become the punishment for
chasing someone else's dream
If my body is screaming,
it will scream for me.

They come from the deep
The shadows are back
They creep up from a deep black unknown
Like the tentacles of some ancient monster
lurking in the deep chasms beneath the sea
They hang heavy on every thought
and on every breath
Whispering in my ear that
none of them really matter
They wrap themselves around my neck
curling around my shoulders
And they slither down my throat
filling my insides with stones that
taste like bile

Who would notice?
their whispers are so seductive
as they pull me down deeper
And I've been swimming against this pull
Fighting off one shadowy appendage after
another
I am trying my hardest
but they keep on coming
and my lungs are burning
and I am so tired of kicking
And I know they won't stop

I am nothing but cracked skin held together by masking tape slung
over old bones.
I swear my skeleton is much older than I am, dug up from some
shallow grave, decayed and broken.
I would say my skin is like diamonds, tough and sharp to touch,
but I am not that beautiful.

Worlds Inside Me
I am not my body
There is an entire universe inside of me
I am not bones and muscles
wrapped in flesh
I am swirling
expanding
worlds
spinning on axes of hope and anger
I am fire and rage.
There are galaxies inside me
roiling, burning, churning
stars and planets that implode
before even I understand them
I am worlds collapsing in on themselves
I am madness
silenced screams ringing in my ears,
unspoken words crashing against each
other
My passion is too loud
Inconvenient moods
I am storm and terror

This body only holds me
anchors me to a world
I'd rather leave behind
A world not ready for my thunder
A lampshade on the sun,
trying to contain the worlds inside me
I am not this body,
tearing apart at the seams,
trying to hold me down.
I am not this anchor.
This body is just holding together
the gods inside me

Some sharks have a type of scale
called dermal denticles.
They are teeth that cover their entire bodies
and if you run your hands along them
in the right direction,
they feel smooth and slick.
But rub them the wrong way
and you'll be ripped to shreds
and sliced open for them..
And I think of this
when your hands run along me
in just the right way
and I am smooth and easy.
But my body is covered in teeth
always ready to draw blood,
and just waiting for you to
give me a reason

Who locked me in this binary?
Night after night,
year after year,
I write the same words
tell the same stories over again,
stories of monsters and gods
and their constant, neverending battles.
And I start to ask myself
why I have to be torn in two,
split between demon and deity,
trying to make sense of the
malformations that grow from me
to survive the crushing weight
of everyone else's expectations.
Do you see the spikes my bones have grown?
Sharp spines sticking out of my back
to carry a world
I have to give my every breath to save.

And I wonder
do these hands heal or do they kill?
Will things grow out of my touch,
or will they crumble to dust?
Am I monster or magic?
And will I ever just get to be human?
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